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Yarra Junction – Omara 100 – November 21
st

  

Race report

The weather bureau had promised a repeat of last years
conditions which sent a few scurrying to check the radar at
www.bom.gov.au.  The threat of a heavy track seeing quite a
few scratchings, 21 of the 97 registered starters failing to take
the line.  Those who did line up did so in warm sultry
conditions under heavy skies, skies that threatened to dump on
proceedings at any moment.  Fortune favoured the brave this
year, the rain holding off till after proceedings had completed
and all were safely in their cars and returning to homes and a
hot shower.

a-grade

With a hundred kilometres and over two and a half hours in the
saddle to look forward to there was no rush to start hostilities
although the pace was honest from the get go with riders
swapping off turns regularly.  It took till over halfway back
from Powelltown for the first time before any real aggression
was shown, Tony Chandler taking off and taking Guy Green
and Steve Ross with him, the trio making their way to a handy
little gap by lap’s end.  With Guy up the road fellow Eltham
Cycles / Great Dohertys riders Stef Kirsch and Peter Howard
retreated to the back of the bunch leaving it to others to do any
chasing.

It took a while but as the situation sunk in the chase eventually
got organised, most of the remaining dozen (less the two
EC/GD riders) putting in to one extent or another.  A couple of
kilometres into the second, longer, lap Phil Cavaleri had a go
at bridging to the lead trio, Trevor Coulter in the right place at
the time going along for the ride.  Needless to say it was a
bridge too far and the still rolling chase soon had the pair back
in the group.  The lead trio was pushing a solid pace forcing
the chase to work hard in pursuit, Mick Hay, Justin Davis,
Peter Ferrie, Phil Smith and Trevor Coulter doing solid turns.
The demands in the break showed as, shortly before
Powelltown, the chase was further swollen when Steve Ross
came back.  At the foot of the hill it was two away, thirteen
chasing – well thirteen less those who weren’t chasing.

The chase group survived the initial kilometre or so of the
climb but an increase in tempo by Phil Smith put paid to that,
splitting the bunch and shattering the hopes of half the race.
Phil riding away with Peter H., Justin D., Stef K., Mick Hay
and Roy Clark, leaving the others trailing like dust from a
comet.   As the five closed on the two leaders a second group
of four formed behind; Rob Amos, Trevor Coulter, Damiano

Ambrosini and Phil Cavaleri.  Steve Ross paying the price of
earlier efforts as were Peter Ferrie and Damian Burke.

Les pursuants une had the leaders in sight as they disappeared
over the bump, les pursuants deux, working together, crested a
couple of minutes later, the stragglers, in their own private
nightmare, were further back still.

Unification of the two lead groups was inevitable and over the top
Guy conceded capture, was happy to sit up and let the chase catch
up but Tony had different ideas and had to be dragged back to the
bunch forcibly.  Once together the games started, the Eltham
Cycles / Great Dohertys riders trying to get something happening
but to no avail.  A kilometre from the far turnaround Tony bolted
again and took the turn with a handy gap that he was allowed to
keep for the next half dozen kilometers until the road headed up
for the last time.

Tony’s time in the sun ended when Stefan saw an opportunity and
bridged, leaving the rest behind and then passing Tony at speed,
leaving him to the chase group and powering towards the top
alone.  Mick Hay put the cat amongst the pigeons by taking off
after Stefan, Peter H. going along for the ride leaving Guy to
control the chase.  Mick and Peter passed the flagging Stefan
within a kilometre of the top and went over around half a minute
ahead of the now reformed chase bunch, sans one Phil Smith who
lost contact before the top and never made it back on.

Desperate descending by the lead pair didn’t pay off.

Rom the bump to the turnaround and again on the return to the
bump the four behind the race lead worked together as best they
would in the hope that the leaders might rip themselves apart and
give an opportunity to be caught – no way.  Disharmony in this
group disrupting any chance they may have had of getting back
into the race.

The road from Powelltown to the finish had a lead pair being
pursued by Tony, Justin, Roy, Stefan and Guy.  Phil Smith
trailing them was followed by the foursome of Rob, Trevor,
Damiano and Phil C. who were sort of working together ahead of
Damian and Peter Ferris with Steve Ross carrying the lantern
rouge further back still.

After Powelltown Tony tried building a bridge to the leaders on
his own but was run down by the marauding band, led by the
smiling assassin – Justin Davis, who put in efforts that had the
chase cruising at 45-50kph, Stefan, Roy and Guy desperately
holding the wheel.  The chase momentum found Tony wanting
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and as they closed on the break Tony found himself with a
twenty metre deficit that he couldn’t close.

Once the race came back together the EC/GD pairing of Guy
and Stefan attacked the race in spurts in an effort to dislodge
Justin – no joy, the smile may have been replaced by a grimace
but he wasn’t to be shaken.  In amongst the EC/GD v. Omara
hostilities Roy managed an attack of his own that saw him
clear in a potentially race-winning move.  A sacrificial effort
by Guy Green brought his team mates, and the others, within
reach of Roy’s back wheel after a kilometre, Justin completing
the job and putting in a move of his own.  The response
causing Mick Hay’s quads to seize and he to unhitch from the
train, fortunately a lull in activity soon after enabled Mick to
rejoin and it was six together into the last kilometre.

With nothing in the legs and nothing to lose Mick started the
sprint early only to see Justin power past and pull away before
having to lower his head to chew some tape.  Only the sight of
a couple of pairs of wheels going by in his peripheral vision
and the sound of gasping letting Mick know he was now racing
for fourth, a position he held ahead of Stefan.  Guy Green
bringing up the rear with cramps of his own courtesy of his
efforts to bring Roy back.  Of the two who passed the bowing
Mick, Peter Howard went on to take second behind Justin and
ahead of Roy.

Phil Smith and Tony Chandler stayed away from the chasing
four for seventh and eighth, the four making a race for the last
two top ten positions; Damiano finishing ninth, Trevor tenth,
Rob in eleventh.

Stefan’s figures; 101.1k in 2:46:48 for an average of 36.4kph
(includes a couple of warm-down kilometres) (top speed
72.4kph)

b-grade

A check of the radar before leaving home indicated that if
there was to be rain it would be quite late in the proceedings so
fingers crossed.

The first lap out to Powelltown was pretty uneventful with an
even tempo much of the way generally controlled by Craig
Everard.  The unfortunate Rob Suter managed to puncture
shortly after Gladysdale and, to his credit, spent the rest of the
race chasing back on.  At one stage, at about 3 Bridges Ian
Smith decided to test the waters and had a bit of a break on the
bunch to see if anyone would come along for the ride.  No
takers – back to the bunch! Smooth tempo back to Yarra
Junction, everyone conserving their energy for the bump while
keeping any efforts at escape under control.

Heading back out to Powelltown the second time one could
feel the tension building as clearly a few riders had decided to
try to get a break of some kind before hitting the hill.  Craig
Everard, Nigel Frayne and Frank Nyhuis were among the
protagonists and it was surprising to see a couple of the
climbers out the front such as Paul Wilson & Phil Pelgrim
working to keep things under control, Paul even attempting a
break of his own at one point.  Eventually Frank Nyhuis
jumped up the road and was allowed a small break.  At

Powelltown the pace increased and as the bunch hit the climb
Frank was caught by the leading climbers.

As the tempo up the hill increased, the climbers moved to the
front with Paul Wilson and Nick Tapp the main protagonists.  A
small bunch of about 8-10 slowly pulled away from the
disintegrating pack.  Ian Smith kept up a steady pace with an eye
on the lead group hoping that they didn't get too far ahead and so
enable him to catch them on the descent.  A couple of riders were
dropped from the group before the top however Ian managed to
tack onto the back of the bunch just before they went over the
crest – phew! All the noted climbers were there – Nick Tapp, Phil
Pelgrim, Paul Wilson, Anthony Gullace and of course Thorkild.
And Frank Nyhuis and Quentin Frayne would surely feature if it
came down to a sprint finish. Bruce Hawker and Ian Smith made
up the rest of the bunch.

The leading group began rolling turns to establish a lead over the
chasers but the rolling hills out to the turn around kept breaking
up the rotation and so the bunch kept its speed up in a somewhat
ad-hoc manner.  Meanwhile, despite nine leaders rolling turns and
the big guys taking them down the hills at 70kph+, Darren
Darling managed to bridge the gap.  A terrific ride from Darren
who was now the gun sprinter of the bunch.

Meanwhile behind, having finally crested the hill, a string of
riders gradually assembled into a chase group of about 10 and set
about organising themselves.  Good cooperation in the group
including Kevin Starr, Craig Everard, Martin Stalder, Nigel
Frayne, Rob Truscott and others saw the gap reduced to about
300 metres at the turn around.  This enabled the leaders to gauge
their advantage and the size of the chase group coaxing the
leaders to 're-oil' the team once again and a rotation was initiated.
This worked fine for a few kms until the small hills took their toll
on a couple of them and the climbers rolling through with ease
unsettled the flow.

Having now built up what seemed like enough of a lead they
would remain calm and see what unfolded on the steeper final
sections up the hill.  The pace was solid and for a moment it
looked as though Phil and Paul were in strife as they dropped
back.  Quentin also was in trouble with cramps and Bruce looked
to be struggling as Nick and Frank pushed the pace along.  It was
looking like six over the top but Quentin was the only casualty as
the others jumped across to the pack.

Similarly behind in the chase group things were getting grippy
with the hills causing plenty of pain so 4 or 5 riders were shed.
Over the crest Kev Starr and Nigel Frayne managed to keep the
six ahead in sight with a car now sandwiched in between.
Fortunately the driver could see the situation and maintained a
good but safe distance from the riders ahead.  At Powelltown the
car turned off and Nigel and Kevin bridged back across and
slotted into the chase.

Up ahead Frank had opened up a good lead on the descent with
the rest of the bunch being very cautious.  Through Powelltown
Frank had a 200m lead so Nick, Thork, Anthony and Darren were
chasing hard and pulling him back.  Their calls for assistance
from the rest of the bunch largely ignored – either happy for
Frank to take home the money or happy that some of those skinny
climbers should suffer for a while. (Okay, that may have been just
me! - Ian)  Frank was pulled back to the bunch and this set off a



number of small attacks, all of which came to nought.  A
bunch sprint was looking more likely by the minute.  You’d
put your money on Darren for a sprint normally, but 100ks and
an uphill finish…maybe Anthony, he was looking good at this
stage… and Nick, almost impossible to beat in an uphill finish
but, unbeknownst to the bunch, starting to cramp.

Paul Wilson attacked early and everyone jumped for a wheel.
There was still heaps of energy left in the bunch. Frank Nyhuis
was pushing hard and Thorkild was giving plenty.  It got a bit
crowded on the left and Darren was away, Anthony was in the
gravel and the only way out was around the outside of
everyone.  How did Darren get so far ahead?  Ian gave it his
all, which at this stage wasn't much, but was catching Darren –
too late though.  Darren first, Ian second, Thorkild coming
through for third with Nick close behind.

The chase group worked tirelessly through the valley to no
avail.  With about 5km to go Nigel had had enough and fell off
the back shortly before brother Quentin was caught and
collected into the grupetto.  However it was a bridge too far to
the leaders and all the prizes were claimed by the time the
chasers rolled over the finish line.

Great rides by all and huge thanks to OMARA cycles for their
continued sponsorship.

(reports contributed to by Ian Smith, Nick Tapp, Quentin &
Nigel Frayne)

c-grade

Yarra Junction – Powelltown, Powelltown – Yarra Junction,
Yarra Junction – Powelltown, forty odd kilometres and not
even the high humidity raised a sweat.  There were no
pretensions, belief was that it was going to be decided on the
hill and nobody made any effort to challenge that assumption.

As expected the hill split the bunch, Ross Goodings leading the
charge, Kevin Turley disregarding the tail end of a cold and an
interrupted preparation to reinforce the pain.  Over the top the
nineteen had been culled to a half-dozen, the small group
working turns and doing it hard until it got too hard for some,
Ray Russo and Kevin doing more than their fair share till it
was just them towing the bunch.  With too many passengers
things cooled down a bit, enough for Steve Short and a couple
of others to fight their way back into the race.

The enlarged bunch turned at the far end, the remainder
following in dribs and drabs.  Enough of an effort was made
through the initial undulations of the return to keep the rabble
from rejoining the race.   Again the bump came into play as
again Kevin Turley turned up the screws, splitting the small
group into three smaller groups.  Kevin, Rudy Botha, Ray
Russo and Dean Jones cresting and starting the descent fifteen
seconds ahead of Dale Goodall who preceded Richard Dobson
and Alan Goodrope, Steve Short and Michael Cosgrave a
further fifteen seconds behind them.

Dale descended the early slopes like an anchor to quickly catch
the four ahead.  Steve and Michael fought their way back to
Alan and Richard.  And it was game-on.

Out of Powelltown Richard Dobson punctured leaving three
chasing four, the odds in favour of the leaders.  The run home
turning into a team pursuit with both groups working well
together, the chasers doing it a bit better catching sight of the hare
around half way back.  Game-on.

With each passing kilometre the gap visibly reduced but the
remaining distance was also reducing, inch by inch the gap
reduced, metre by metre the line approached.  A supreme effort
on the penultimate rise by the chase cut the gap to almost gone, a
chance to recover a bit on the descent and it was together for the
run up to the finish.

Dean Jones started the sprint early, from third wheel, choosing a
big gear and standing on the pedals only to sit down again,
choose a lower gear and try again.  Once wound up Dean passed
Dale and Kevin to take the lead with around 150 metres to go, his
time in the sun short lived as Shorty powered past to the right and
held on to the finish.  With increasingly heavy legs Dean
continued towards the finish only to have Ray Russo lunge at him
on the line relegating him to third.  Alan Goodrope and Kevin
Turley rounding out the top five.  Michael Cosgrave and Dale
Goodall left wondering how, after 100k, anybody had anything
left to sprint.

Game over.

d-grade

In spite of a few no shows a healthy bunch of 14 yellow caps
rolled out in D Grade.  After only a few kms Louise McKimmie
and Peter Mackie were already testing the waters with an early
attack.  This was quickly shut down and the group settled into a
rhythm; Matt Robinson prominent with Sam, Andrew and Louise
sharing some of the work up front.  Things got a little more tense
approaching the hill out of P'town, as riders 'steeled' themselves
for the challenge ahead.

As expected Louise went to the front, the rest seemingly happy to
let her go and catch her on the down side.  However Tim Crowe
had other ideas and quickly accelerated across to her wheel
followed by George Goodrope and later during the climb,
Andrew Buchanan.  About 1 km from the top, it was Louise, Tim,
and George up the road with about 20 metres to Andrew, and
another 50 metres back to the chasing bunch.  As the leading trio
topped the climb Andrew scrambled aboard to make it four and
they proceeded to open up a handy break on the downhill.

The chase group including Matt Robinson, Peter Mackie, Graham
Haines, Sam Bruzzese & Gary Leroy managed to keep the leaders
in sight for most of the climb however once over the crest clearly
a collaborative effort was going to be required.  After about 5km
the chase group organised themselves better and continued to put
in the hard yards ensuring that the gap to the leaders was kept to
about 300 metres at the turn around.  Once turned, they continued
to work together with Matt putting in some big turns in front.

Meanwhile up the road the four leaders worked well together to
maintain and maybe stretch the lead to the hill going back.
However Louise left the blokes for dead on the final climb back
leaving the four strung out a little on the descent. Regrouping at
Powelltown the breakaway then regained some shape for run



home.

With the leaders well out of sight the chase group continued on
up and over the climb together however, on the descent, they
also split up as each rider descended at their own comfort
level. Matt & Sam stayed together, the others Graham, Gary &
Peter (in that order) were riding by themselves until reaching
Powelltown where Peter Mackie put in a big effort to catch the
duo up ahead. The trio came back together and finally with
about 6km to go managed to bridge to Matt and Sam however
Graham who had succumbed to the effort and was left behind.

The leaders were now approaching the finish. With Louise and
Andrew feeling the pinch in the last km or so, Tim and George
fought out the major end of the prize, with Tim holding
George by about a tyre width to take the win. About 10 metres
back was Andrew for 3rd followed by about a bike length to
Louise in 4th. The chasing group of 4 were now racing for 5th
place. The sprint to the line saw Gary make a failed early
attempt from which he quickly recovered just as Matt dropped
off and with about 10 meters to go Peter had also run out of
steam leaving Sam and Gary to fight it out. Gary just managed
to hold on by the smallest of margins.

Gary Leroy's stats:
Time approx 2hr 15 mins
Average speed approx 30.5 km/h

e-grade

The threat of hail, thunder and buckets of rain cut the e-grade
start list by a three-ninths.   Despite the shorter 72k race
distance this race started at a fairly lethargic pace, peletonees
taking the opportunity to enjoy the scenery whilst pondering
the sanity of venturing out under such threatening skies – but
the light did play well on the gums.

Through Powelltown Brian Farrell took up the pace setting
duties in an effort to control the damage on the climb but
Geoff Cranstone had other ideas, taking over shortly after and

upping the tempo.  Sue Sharples figured what was good for the
goose was surely good for the gander (maybe that should have
been the other way round) and stepped it up another notch.  Geoff
the only gentleman to match the ladies pace, the pair dancing
away up the incline.

A comment in the chase along the lines of “if I were fitter I’d
show her a thing or two” was met with the response “and what
can we do if we catch them anyway at our age!!!” which
lightened the mood but did nothing to close the gap.  Geoff and
Sue cresting around a minute ahead of Ron Stranks, Brian Farrell
and Charles Lethbridge, Richard Maggs having been left behind
somewhere on the climb.

Working turns to the turn the three chasers closed on the lead
pair, visualization of the gap giving encouragement to Charles
who put the hammer down on the return.  But despite Charles’,
and his companions, efforts the lead pair were not sighted again
before the top of the bump.

Disparity in descending skills (or a varying sense of common, or
should that be lack there of) resulted in a split in the chase twixt
summit and valley that saw Charles reach the bottom first, Ronnie
and Brian still keeping company a bit further back.

On the run home Geoff rode away from Sue, leaving her to the
mercy of those behind.  Charles showed no mercy, catching and
passing Sue within the last couple of kilometres to take second.
Sue crossed the line in third leaving Ronnie and Brian to fight
over the last two envelopes.  Ronnie’s superior cunning and wile
(not to mention ability) earning him fourth, Brian getting the last
envelope and Richard - a cup of coffee.

f-grade

No race.

Results

First Second Third Fourth Fifth

a-grade (15) Justin Davis Peter Howard Roy Clark Mick Hay Stefan Kirsch

b-grade (22) Darren Darling Ian Smith Thorkild Muurholm Nick Tapp Frank Nyhuis

c-grade (19) Steve Short Ray Russo Dean Jones Alan Goodrope Kevin Turley

d-grade (14) Tim Croewe George Goodrope Andrew Buchanan Louise McKimmie Gary Leroy

e-grade (6) Geoff Cranstone Charles Lethbridge Sue Sharples Ron Stranks Brian Farrell

Officials
Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries.  Special thanks to all those on-course led by
Hylton Preece the following ensured we had a good race; David Hyde, Murry Howlett, Peter Shanahan, Les McLean, Chris
Norbury, Peter Morris, Michael Paull, Ben Muller, Dennis Pauwels, Petra Niclasen and Matt White.  Also thanks to Richard
Dobson who manages the duty roster and ensures we have enough people on the day for our races, to JC Wilson who brought the
trailer along and Peter Mackie who was on hand with the drinks.
Note : Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the scheduled start

time to assist with the setting up of the course.  (but bring your bike, you just never know)



Eastern Vets Program

Saturday November 28 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Monday November 30 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Saturday December 5 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday December 12 2:00pm Dunlop Road Graded Scratch Races
Charity Day - Cancer Council

Saturday December 19 2:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races

Tuesday Nov
Dec

24
1, 8, 15

6:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races
Note : No entry to circuit before 5:00pm

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to
the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday November 29 TBA National Boulevard,

Campbelfield
NVCA, Criterium Series, Race 3.
(entries closed)

Sunday December 6 10:00am East Trentham Flannery Electrics Eagle Handicap (44k)

Sunday December 13 9:30am Freight Drv, Campbelfield Graded Scratch Races

Sunday December 20 Avenal Rd, Seymour Merle Jamieson Christmas Handicap (48k)

Gippsland Vets Program

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program

Note : Entries are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by
the requisite fee.

Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

3/1/2010 Geelong Amy’s Ride
- www.amygillett.org.au

24/1/2010 Bright Audax Alpine Classic
- www.audax.org.au/public

7/3/2010 Falls Creek BV – Alpine attack, 230k.  Registrations open 1/9/2009 - $150
- www.bv.com.au/great-rides/42359

13-14/3/2010 Mansfield SCODY High Country Cycle Challenge
- www.bikevents.com.au

27/3/2010 Torquay Great Ocean & Otway Classic Ride
- www.supersprint.com.au

Other News Heading;

Classic Adelaide Veteran Series

If you are going to the Tour Down Under you might be interested in the South Australian Veterans "Classic Adelaide Veteran
Series" which is on at the same time.  The series includes: crits, time trials (flat and a 6km hill climb, 300m time trial and a road
race).  For details go to www.savcc.org.au/CAVS2010.html

Note:  If you wish to race in SA you will need your AVCC licence, a receipt will not be accepted so get your applications in early.
Memberships and licence renewals can be done at any race meeting or via the web site.

*******************


